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【Data Field Type/Pattern List】

【Layout Pattern List】

Pedaling graph, pedaling efficiency, power, distance, speed*, heart rate*, temperature, 
atmosphere, elevation, gradient, and more. Over 100 types of measurable data available. 
With 16 layout patterns, measurement reporting can be adapted to 
training, races, and any other setting in which an athlete might perform. 

■Data fields: 5

Ex. : Pedaling training Ex. : Race Ex. : Heart rate, Power training Ex. : Left-right pedaling balance Ex. : Multi-display

【Display Example】
1. Cadence
2. Power LR
3. Power Lap Avg
4. Pedaling L
5. Pedaling R

■Data fields: 4
【Display Example】
1. Time WO
2. Distance WO
3. 3s.Avg Power
4. Speed

■Data fields: 9
【Display Example】
1. Power WO Max
2. Power WO Avg
3. Cadence WO Max
4. Distance WO
5. Temperature
6. Atmospheric Pressure
7. Elevation Gain WO
8. Clock Time
9. Date

Over 100 types of data 
accessible in real time

* ANT+ standard sensor required.





By displaying data in easy-to-read graphs, athletes can intuitively gain information 
even in mid-ride. From the Pedaling Graph, used to grasp the characteristics 
of your pedaling at a glance, to the Time Series Graph, which displays 
heart rate and power on a time axis, there are many tools available to push yourself to the next level.

■ Time Series Graph

■ Realtime CP ■ Pedaling Chart

■Scatter Chart ■Histogram

■ForceAngle

SGX-CA900
cyclocomputer Easy-to-understand 

graphical display

Displays information 
obtained from the 
sensors on a 
line graph as time 
advances.

Displays the average 
power per hour 
relative to CP curve 
(a curve calculated 
from the continuous 
available power in a 
fixed time) as time 
advances on a line graph.

Displays information
obtained from sensors
on a two- variable 
scatter plot.

Shows the 
pedaling force value or 
direction (vector). 
Current power (W) is 
displayed in the center 
of the graph.

Shows a line graph of 
pedaling force values for 
each pedaling angle.
(Twelve o’clock direction 
of the crank is 0° (degree).)

Displays information 
obtained from sensors 
as a bar graph in 
accordance with data 
analysis conditions.
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126g

70 × 85 × 21.5

miniUSB

IPX6 

ANT+™ *1 standard

GPS

Atmospheric pressure sensor

Bracket (for 31.8mm diameter handlebar), bolt, 
USB cable, strap, 
mounting guide/user manual, warranty

Approximately 4 hours (normal charge) ; 
Approximately 3 hours (fast charge)

Built-in flash memory

Power supply voltage

8GB (6GB for user use)

ー10 to 50℃

DC 5V

Accessories

Charging time

Weight

Dimensions W×H×D（mm)

Connector

Water-resistance

Display
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Communications 
system(sensors)
Positioning system
(latitude/longitude)

Positioning system
(altitude)

QVGA 320x240 pixel, 2.2” Touch panel 
(Resistive membrane type)

Guaranteed operational 
temperature range

Battery operating time *2 Approximately 12 hours (brightness 5)

Battery type Lithium-ion battery

*1 ANT+™ is a low-powered wireless communications standard using the 2.4GHz range.
*2 The battery operating time may decrease depending on the operating conditions. 

• Specifications and design are subject to change without notice.


